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Abstract

3-dimensional printing is a novel processing method used for the design and manipu-

lation of food textures. The systematic characterization and modulation of 3D printed

food textures is imperative for the future design of sensory profiles using additive

manufacturing. For 3D printed closed-cell food foams, the clarification of the defor-

mation behavior in relation to design parameters is of interest for the processing of

customized food textures. For this reason, we studied the deformation behavior of

3D printed and thermally stabilized closed-cell starch-based foams beyond the elastic

regime. Periodic spherical bubble configurations at different porosity levels were

used to modulate the deformation behavior of the printed foams. From a processing

perspective, the integration of in-line thermal stabilization was used to eliminate

post-processing and to control the moisture content of the starch-based system.

Compression analysis combined with FEM simulations were performed to character-

ize the strain rate dependency of textural properties, the stress relaxation, and the

foam's stress–strain behavior with respect to the design porosity and bubble distribu-

tion. Results showed that the stress relaxation is solely dependent on cell wall prop-

erties while different stress–strain regimes showed distinct dependencies on design

parameters such as bubble size and distribution. Consequently, the precise control of

the large deformation behavior of foods using 3D printing is challenging due to the

superposition of structural and geometrical dependencies. Finally, through the pre-

sented approach, the structure-deformation relations of 3D printed closed-cell food

structures are adequately described.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Food texture design and modulation using 3-dimensional (3D) printing

is based on the precise manipulation of food micro- and macro-

structure. The adoption of 3D printing in the texture manipulation of

foods is performed using a food layered manufacturing approach

(FLM) where structures are constructed layer-by-layer. Using 3D geo-

metrical models, 3D printing is used to construct complex structures

and geometries by a layer-based deposition of the design geometrical

and structural elements (Godoi et al., 2016; Lipton et al., 2010; Sun,This article was published on AA publication on: 12 October 2022.
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Peng, et al., 2015a; Sun, Zhou, et al., 2015b; Wegrzyn et al., 2012).

While different 3D printing technological approaches are currently

used for food processing, fused deposition modeling (FDM) is the

most commonly utilized FLM technique which operates through

material extrusion and deposition (ASTM-International, 2012). More-

over, FDM is applied in food printing applications such as in the mod-

ulation of food textures due to its compatibility with highly viscous

food pastes (Chen et al., 2019; Derossi, Caporizzi, Paolillo,

et al., 2020; Gholamipour-Shirazi et al., 2020; Liu & Zhang, 2021;

Mantihal et al., 2020; Phuhongsung et al., 2020; Vancauwenberghe

et al., 2018, 2019). Compared to the traditional processing of food

textures, this approach enables the precise processing and fabrication

of customized textures. In addition, FDM can facilitate the elucidation

of textural dependencies and material-structure-processes relation-

ships (Fahmy, Amann, et al., 2021; Fahmy, Becker, et al., 2021; Liu &

Zhang, 2021; Pereira et al., 2021). By characterizing textural depen-

dencies and deformation behavior through 3D printing, controlling

the perception of food textures is possible and thus the design of sen-

sory profiles is enabled.

The overall deformation behavior of cellular foods is defined by

the base material properties, the relative density, the foam's cellular

structure, and the applied structuring process. Moreover, the defor-

mation behavior influences the mechanical and textural properties of

cellular food foams. Prior to the structuring and post-processing, the

food microstructure is determined through the raw materials’ chemi-

cal structure and interactions as well as through the pre-processing

conditions. Furthermore, the macrostructure is initially resolved and

affected by the microstructure. Textures of cereals and food foams in

general are scientifically defined as the manifestation and interaction

of mechanical, structural, and surface properties (Szczesniak, 2002).

The mechanical properties including textures of starch-based foams

influences both the deformation and mastication behaviors of such

cellular structures and thus affecting their sensory profile (Wang

et al., 2011). The mastication process, which is correlated to the

deformation behavior, influences the foam's nutritional characteristics

(Takahashi et al., 2009). Therefore, controlling and designing the tex-

tural perception of starch-based cellular foams using 3D printing can

be performed by the control over the base material's properties and

the modulation of the foam's micro- and macro-structure.

Considering the manipulation of the cellular structure using 3D

printing, many studies focus on the modulation of textures using mul-

tiple infill variations and relative densities (Derossi, Caporizzi, Oral,

et al., 2020; Derossi, Caporizzi, Paolillo, et al., 2020; Lille et al., 2020;

Liu et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2021; Phuhongsung et al., 2020;

Piovesan et al., 2020; Varghese et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2021; Zhu

et al., 2021). Most studies focus on the modulation and the characteri-

zation of the deformation behavior in the elastic regime. However,

few articles highlight the mechanical and sensory behavior of 3D

printed food structures beyond the textural properties in the elastic

regime (Jonkers et al., 2020; Lille et al., 2020; Shahbazi et al., 2021a,

2021b). The study performed by Lille et al. modulated the fracture

force of periodic open-cell structures (describing the cutting force

needed to break the sample) by varying the 3D printed food

formulation (Lille et al., 2020). Modulation of the fracture force was

not performed by varying the design parameters of the cellular struc-

tures such as the design porosity and pore distribution. Moreover, the

authors attempted to correlate the analytical findings with sensory

analysis with respect to the printed food formulation. Jonkers et al.

presented a modeling approach for predicting the full stress strain

behavior of food structures printed using selective laser sintering

(Jonkers et al., 2020). For the sintered dense food structures, the

authors showed a 3D constitutive model which incorporates inelastic

deformation and allows for high non-linearity. Furthermore, the study

presented by Shahbazi et al. showed a new approach for the structur-

ing of personalized food through the application of 3D printing of

casein-based Pickering emulsion (Shahbazi et al., 2021a, 2021b). The

authors studied the tribological behavior of the structured analogs

through oral tribology and rheometry measurements. To conclude,

extending the characterization and modulation of the structure-

dependent deformation behavior in the large-strain non-linear regime

in relation to the cellular design properties is essential for designing

variable texture profiles through 3D printing. This importance arises

as the larger-strain behavior is the main determinant of the cellular

food's mastication performance and sensory perception.

This study was performed on three 3D printed closed-cell foam

configurations using spherical bubbles in simple, body-centered, and

face-centered cubic designs. The foam configurations were 3D

printed using a starch-based material system composed of hydrated

wheat starch and soy protein. The three starch-based foam configura-

tions were printed using a cubic design of 8 cm3 in volume, irrespec-

tive of the foam porosity. Moreover, the simple cubic design

consisted of eight corner bubbles and the body-centered design con-

sisted of eight corner bubbles with an additional bubble located at the

center of the printed cubic structure. Furthermore, the face-centered

design incorporated a total of 14 bubbles consisting of eight corner

bubbles and six bubbles located at the center of each cube face. For

this investigation, design and heating parameters were modulated for

3D printing of closed-cell structures to achieve pre-determined hard-

ness levels (Fahmy et al., 2022). A 3D printing method for texture cre-

ation was used incorporating in-line NIR heating for moisture control

and for modulating the base material's Youngs' modulus (Fahmy,

Amann, et al., 2021). Measurements that were performed using ana-

lytical texture profile analysis (TPA) were compared with finite ele-

ment (FEM) simulations to verify the precision of the printed

structures. Also, the comparison between TPA analyses and FEM sim-

ulations was performed to investigate and eliminate any inherited

geometrical defects during the printing process which might affect

the textural and mechanical response during loading. First, the strain

rate dependency of the textural properties was investigated at vari-

able applied deformation rates. Second, the viscoelastic response of

the 3D printed cellular structures was investigated using stress relaxa-

tion measurements with the application of the Peleg-Normand model

(Peleg & Normand, 1983). Third, the large-strain deformation behavior

was investigated using compressive analysis with respect to cellular

design, relative density, and base material's Young's modulus. The

stress–strain behavior including yielding, plateau, and densification
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regimes of the 3D printed cellular structures were characterized using

a phenomenological foam model (PFM) presented by Goga et al.

which applies a macroscopic-level modeling approach (Goga &

Hučko, 2016). Finally, structure-deformation relations were obtained

with respect to the base material's properties, applied heating, and

cellular design configuration and porosity.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Raw materials

One material system composed of hydrated wheat starch and soy pro-

tein isolate was used for the 3D printing of the different closed-cell

foam configurations. The soy protein isolate was purchased from Bulk

Powders (Colchester, United Kingdom). The wheat starch was pro-

vided by Kröner-Stärke GmbH (Ibbenbüren, Germany). The protein

and moisture contents were determined according to the methods of

the American Association of Cereal Chemists international (AACCi)

46–16 and 44–01, respectively. The wheat starch had a moisture con-

tent of 13.98 ± 0.17% (n = 3) and a protein content of 0.27% (n = 1;

dry mass). The soy protein isolate had a moisture content of 6.79

± 0.21% (n = 3) and a protein content of 88.75% (n = 1; dry mass).

The material analyses were performed in triplicates.

2.2 | Material preparation

To modulate and characterize the texture, deformation, and stress–

strain behavior of 3D printed closed-cell structures, one starch-based

mixture was used. Measurement of the printing quality and geometri-

cal stability of the starch-based material was performed using an

approach based on in-line camera-based analysis and rheological char-

acterization which was proposed in earlier articles (Fahmy et al., 2019,

2020). The specific choice of the material formulation was based on

the characterization of printing quality and performance presented in

our previous study which presents an approach for designing closed-

cell food foams for achieving specific hardness levels (Fahmy

et al., 2022). In this study, the same material formulation is used to

investigate the strain rate dependency of the textural properties for

the purpose of textural modulation using 3D printing. Also, to investi-

gate the viscoelastic response and large-strain deformation behavior

and their dependency of the foam's structure as well as the foam's rel-

ative density. Hereby, we used a mixture of hydrated wheat starch

and soy protein isolate (SPI). For showing a comparable composition

to wheat flour constituents, the starch to protein ratio was kept to

85:15. The hydration level of the dry components was 50% of the

total mass ratio (Fahmy et al., 2022). Table 1 shows the mixture com-

position for the used material system.

For the preparation of the starch-based mixture, a z-type kneader

was used at 63 rpm. First, a pre-mixing step of 1 min was performed

to mix the dry ingredients. Second, the water was added, and the mix-

ture was kneaded for 10 min at a room temperature of 18 ± 2�C. Fol-

lowing the kneading process, the mixture was removed, placed

directly in the printing cartridges, covered using PARAFILM (Bemis

Company Inc., Wisconsin), and rested for 15 min at room temperature

until the preparation of the used progressive cavity pump (PCP)

extruder is completed. As the PCP extruder consists of a stator and a

stepper controlled rotor, the preparation includes the assembly of

both within the extruder's housing forming the progressing cavity.

Directly after assembling the main extruder's components, the

material-containing cartridge is attached. The starch-based material

was prepared in triplicates. Furthermore, for each material prepara-

tion, 3D printing, and measurements were performed in triplicates.

2.3 | 3D printing setup and designs

For printing the starch-based closed-cell structures, an X400 V3 3D

printer (German RepRap GmbH, Feldkirchen, Germany) was used. For

generating the machine G-code files, simplify3D slicing software (sim-

plify3D, Ohio) was used. All printing experiments were performed

using a conical nozzle of 0.84 mm in diameter, at a printing speed of

10 mm/s, and at an extrusion width\height of 0.84 mm. A detailed

description of the printing setup and the pre-printing calibration pro-

cess was mentioned in our previous study which investigates the

printing quality of starch-base material systems using a camera-based

morphological approach (Fahmy et al., 2020). For the transport and

deposition of the material, a progressing cavity pump (PCP) was used

in all printing experiments (ViscoTec GmbH, Töging, Germany). The

PCP (Vipro-head3) has a theoretical flow rate range of 0.3–3.3 ml/min.

The flow rate of the pump depends on the printing settings as well as

the rheological-viscoelastic properties and flow behavior of the

printed material. Moreover, a near-infrared (NIR) spot heater (Optron

GmbH, Garbsen, Germany) was used for the in-line thermal stabiliza-

tion of the printed structures. The variable output 150 W spot heater

is equipped with a NIR-emitter that has a peak wavelength of approxi-

mately ~0.98 μm. Through a control unit that was used as an interface

between the heater and the 3D printer, the heating power is con-

trolled through pulse width modulation (PWM). To control the heating

power, the PWM was mapped to a 10 V DC output of the 3D printer.

Furthermore, all printed structures were printedat room temperature

TABLE 1 Wheat starch-soy protein material system composition used for 3D printing of closed-cell structures

Wheat starch Protein Distilled water

Material system Mass ratio (%) Amount (g) Mass ratio (%) Amount (g) Mass ratio (%) Amount (g)

SPI 42.50 42.50 7.50 7.50 50.00 50.00
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of approx. 21 ± 2.0�C and then thermally stabilized in a layer-based

approach using the NIR spot heater (Fahmy, Amann, et al., 2021).

Finally, a detailed description of the thermal stabilization process can

be found in section 2.5.

To modulate and characterize the textural properties and the

stress–strain behavior of 3D printed starch-based structures, three

closed-cell foam designs were used. For generalizing the results of all

analyses, all designs which were digitally constructed, and 3D printed

are considered as unit-cells that can be assembled longitudinally and

transversely to obtain larger closed-cell structures (Fahmy

et al., 2022). For all designs, a cubic structure with a volume of 8 cm3,

a surface area of 400 mm2 and a height of 20 mm was chosen. The

three closed-cell designs were composed of spherical bubbles

arranged in point-lattice configurations which are simple, body-cen-

tered, and face-centered cubic designs (Fahmy et al., 2022). The sim-

ple cubic SC design is composed of eight bubbles while the body-

centered BCC and the face-centered FCC designs are composed of

nine and 14 bubbles respectively. The SC design incorporates the

eight bubbles on the corners of the cubic lattice. The BCC design

incorporates eight corner bubbles with a central bubble located in the

spatial center of the cubic structure. Furthermore, the FCC design also

incorporates the eight corner bubbles like the SC and BCC designs

with the addition of six bubbles located at the centers of the cubic

structure's faces. For all designs, the distance between the corner

bubbles was chosen to be 10 mm throughout the 3D printing trials.

All cellular configurations were 3D printed at five porosity levels of

0, 2.5, 5, 10, and 15% while keeping the printed volume constant. To

illustrate, the printed designs were printed at the same volume and

porosity, which leads to different bubble sizes due to the difference in

bubble quantity between the three configurations. Finally, the full

parametric modeling of the printed designs was presented in our pre-

vious study concerning the hardness targeted design of 3D printed

closed-cell foams (Fahmy et al., 2022).

2.4 | Texture profile analysis and mechanical
characterizations

To characterize the deformation behavior of all printed closed-cell

structures, a TA. TX. plus Texture Analyzer (Stable Micro Systems Ltd,

Godalming, UK) was used. TPA tests were performed using a 50 Kg

measuring cell. To apply the compression analysis on all printed struc-

tures, a 50 mm cylindrical probe was used. All measurements were

conducted at room temperature of 18 ± 2.0�C. To characterize the

textural properties of the closed-cell structures and their strain rate

dependency, double compression tests were applied at 10% deforma-

tion, a trigger force of 0.05 N, and at variable strain rates. The double

compression tests were performed at five strain rate levels which are

0.5, 1.25, 2.5, 3.75, and 5/s. To characterize the viscoelastic response

of the closed-cell foams, stress relaxation measurements were per-

formed at a strain of 0.5%. The strain was applied and kept constant

for 30 s, where the force profile was measured as a function of time.

For obtaining the stress–strain behavior of the closed-cell structures

beyond the elastic regime, the printed structures were compressed to

80% of their original height to identify the yielding, plateau, and densi-

fication regimes. The developed force profiles were analyzed with

respect to the deformation distance and time. Due to the large applied

strain, the deformed cross-sectional area is required for measuring the

true stress. As the in-line measurement of the deformed cross-

sectional area was not possible during this study, the engineering

stress was used instead of the true stress. Finally, all compression

measurements were performed in triplicates.

To compute the engineering Young's modulus Eeng from the dou-

ble compression test, the engineering stress σeng and strain εeng were

obtained from the measured force-distance curves using the following

equation: σeng=εeng ¼ F=Að Þ= ΔH=Hð Þð Þ (2.1), where the F is the mea-

sured force (N), A is the sample cross-sectional area (m2), H is the sam-

ple height (m), and the ΔH is the lateral deformation (m) (Attenburrow

et al., 1989; Beer et al., 2011; Roylance, 1996). From the initial engi-

neering stress–strain linear behavior, the engineering Young's modu-

lus Eeng was obtained using a linear regression with a regression

coefficient higher than 0.95. The textural properties were character-

ized from the force-displacement curve of the double compression

tests. The following attributes were determined as a function of the

closed-cell bubble configuration, porosity, and the applied strain rate:

hardness (H) which was defined as the first compression cycle's peak

force, cohesiveness (C) which was defined as the area ratio of the sec-

ond to the first compression, and resilience (R) which was defined as

the ratio of energies equivalent to the ratio of decompression and

compression cycles (Peleg, 2019; Szczesniak, 1963).

For elucidating the stress relaxation behavior of the printed

closed-cell foam configurations, the viscoelastic response was charac-

terized using the Peleg-Normand model (Peleg & Normand, 1983).

Through the normalized relaxation curves presented by the Maxwell

model for stress relaxation, the stress relaxation curves were normal-

ized in the form of: σeng_0�tð Þ= σeng_0�σ tð Þð Þ¼ k1þk2t (2.2), where σeng_0 is

the initial stress (Pa), σ(t) is the instantaneous decay stress (Pa) with

respect to time t (s). The k1 (s) and k2 are the Peleg-Normand con-

stants. They represent the intercept and slope of the regression

obtained by the normalized stress with respect to time. To further

illustrate, the constant k1 quantifies the initial rate of decay of the

developed compressive stress (described as the initial rate of relaxa-

tion). Moreover, the constant k2 describes the extent of relaxation.

Which quantifies the residual stress as time tends to infinity. In this

study, another calculated parameter %SR (%) was used to characterize

the stress relaxation behavior of the printed closed-cell configurations

(Hatcher et al., 2008). The parameter %SR provides a comparative

measurement of the viscoelastic behavior at an arbitrary time:

%SR¼ σeng_0�σeng_t=σeng_0

� �
�100 (2.3), where σeng_0 is the initial stress

(Pa) and σeng_t is the stress at an arbitrary time t (Pa). Furthermore, %

SR = 100% for an ideal viscous behavior presented by an ideal liquid

while for an ideal elastic behavior of an elastic solid %SR = 0%. For

this study, the %SR was calculated at time t = 20 s (Figure 1).

To characterize the compressive stress–strain behavior of the 3D

printed closed-cell foam configurations, a phenomenological foam

model (PFM) presented by Goga et al. was used (Goga &

Hučko, 2016). Phenomenological foam models are developed using a

macroscopic level modeling approach. For modeling at the
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macroscopic level, the foam's macroscopic behavior can be elucidated

by a set of constitutive equations where the foam is assumed to be a

continuum (Avalle et al., 2007; Goga & Hučko, 2016; Liu &

Subhash, 2004). This approach focuses on describing the deformation

behavior (shape of compressive stress–strain) using appropriate math-

ematical descriptors during the establishment of the constitutive

equations (Goga & Hučko, 2016). The PFM presented by Goga et al.

(Goga PFM) is applicable for all cellular solids having the same charac-

teristic response during compression (like foams and honeycombs)

which is characterized by three regimes: a linear elastic regime, a

stress plateau and a densification or strain locking region

(Gibson, 1989; Gibson & Ashby, 1999). The linear elastic regime corre-

sponds to the elastic bending of the cell walls while the plateau and

strain locking (densification) regimes correspond to the plastic yielding

(or elastic buckling depending on the constitutive foam material) and

to the collapse of cells, respectively. The Goga PFM models each

region separately using a rheological model which determines the

influence of all parameters in relation to the compressive stress–strain

behavior. The linear region is modeled using a Maxwell model which

consists of a linear spring E1 and a viscous damper η1 in series. For the

plateau region, a linear spring E2 is connected in parallel to the Max-

well model. Finally, considering the densification or strain locking

region, it is characterized by a strong non-linear increase behavior

which is modeled as a non-linear spring E3 in parallel to the Maxwell

model. Regarding the relationship between the resultant stresses and

strain(Goga & Hučko, 2016), the Goga model can be denoted as:

σ ϵð Þ¼ e�
E1=η1

� �
ϵ �1þe�

E1=η1

� �
ϵ

� �
η1þ E2þ γ 1�eϵð Þh

� �
ϵ (2.4). The

presented model contains five parameters (E1, η1, E2, γ, and h) which

represents stresses and all of them are positive except the E2 which

represents the slope direction of the plateau regime. The parameter h

is a dimensionless parameter which is usually four or six (Goga &

Hučko, 2016). For this study, the young's modulus was characterized

using the double compression tests. Thus, this study focuses on char-

acterizing and comparing the damping coefficient η which corre-

sponds to the yielding behavior of the foam, the plateau stiffness Ep

which represents the inclination, and the densification coefficient γ.

The objective is to characterize the dependency and behavior of such

parameters in relation to the modulation of the base material's proper-

ties, the relative density or porosity, and the bubble configuration.

2.5 | In-line near infrared NIR heating

An in-line thermal stabilization approach was used for heat treating

the printed closed-cell configurations during the 3D printing process.

A NIR spot heater composed of one NIR lamp and a focusing reflector

was used. A detailed description of the heater properties and interface

was mentioned in section 2.3. The spot heater is equipped with a lens

which resulted in a 6 mm spot diameter at a focal length of 17 mm.

For all printing trials, the heat treatment was applied at the focal

length of 17 mm.

A layer-based heating approach was adopted for the thermal sta-

bilization of the printed structures (Fahmy, Amann, et al., 2021). After

3D printing of one layer, the heating process is applied then the print-

ing of the subsequent layer is performed. As mentioned in section 2.3,

the surface area of the printed structures is 400 mm2 where the

effective surface area of the NIR spot is smaller which is approx.

~113 mm2. For this reason and to uniformly heat the surface area of

the printed structures, a square function for the movement of the NIR

spot was applied (Fahmy, Amann, et al., 2021). The square function

has a period which is equivalent to the spot diameter, but with a

phase shift of �45�. The function's period was chosen so that the

application of heat is performed once per surface location. For all

printed structures, the heating power was kept constant at 32%,

regardless of the design porosity or bubble configuration. On the

other hand, the movement speed of the heating spot was adjusted

depending on the structure porosity to maintain the same moisture

content for all printed structures. The moisture content of the printed

and thermally treated structures was measured according to the

AACCi 44–01 standard.

2.6 | FEM modeling and simulation

ANSYS Workbench 2020 R1 (ANSYS Inc., Pennsylvania) was used to

simulate the developed stresses, deformation behavior and hardness

of the designed closed-cell configurations. FEM simulations of the cel-

lular designs were compared to TPA results to justify the precision of

the printed structures (Fahmy et al., 2022). In addition, the simulations

were used to highlight the differences in the developed stresses

between the different bubble configurations. To simulate the

F IGURE 1 Goga PFM rheological model for cellular solids
(Goga & Hučko, 2016). The serial Maxwell model (spring E1 and
damper η1) represents the linear elastic region of the stress–strain
behavior. The strain locking (plateau) and densification regimes are
modeled as springs (E2 and E3, respectively) in parallel configuration
to the Maxwell model
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designed structures, the models were imported to the ANSYS Design-

Modeler as a Parasolid extension format. For obtaining the structural

deformation and hardness, a transient structural analysis was per-

formed. Prior to the transient mechanical simulations, a mesh sensitiv-

ity analysis (results not shown) was performed on the designed unit

cell structures to determine the element size and count. The analyses

were performed using a tetrahedron simplex geometry where the ele-

ment size and count were chosen after the convergence of the

model's hardness value. For a designed model volume of 8 cm3, the

discretization was performed using a maximum mesh size of 800 μm

that resulted in more than 130,000 tetrahedron elements. Regarding

the transient solution setup and boundary conditions, the load was

applied on the top surface of the structure as it was considered as a

displacement boundary. Moreover, as an accurate representation of

the TPA compression analysis, the bottom surface of the structure

was taken as a fixed boundary. A 1 mm/s vertical velocity was set for

the top surface or the displacement boundary while the double com-

pression deformation was set to 10%. A total compression duration of

20 s was applied, and the models were solved using a time step of

0.5 s. The Young's modulus and density that were applied in the linear

elastic model were measured using the TPA using the bulk material

(without the inclusion of porosity). The measurements were per-

formed under quasi-static conditions at room temperature of 18

± 2.0�C and at a low strain rate of 0.025/s. The base material's

Young's modulus was applied depending on the attenuation of in-line

thermal stabilization speed which is clarified in section 3 (Fahmy

et al., 2022). For all simulated structures, a low Poisson's ratio of 0.1

was applied to the material model. Only the linear elasticity was con-

sidered for all simulations while viscoelasticity was not considered.

The transient mechanical simulations were performed using a 64-bit,

3.00 GHz Intel Core i7-9700F CPU, 32 Gb RAM, NVIDIA GeForce

RTX 2060 super GPU, and Windows 10 Professional computer.

2.7 | Data analysis

The computation of equations, data analysis and regression fitting for

the simulated and the mechanically tested closed-cell foams were per-

formed using MATLAB R2020a (MathWorks, Massachusetts) and Ori-

ginPro 2020 (OriginLab Corporation, Massachusetts). Furthermore,

for the regression fitting of all obtained parameters, both linear and

exponential regressions were fitted and the coefficients of determina-

tion R2 were compared. The behavior of all obtained parameters was

identified by either one of the mentioned regressions depending on a

higher coefficient of determination.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Modulation of deformation and stress–strain
behaviors

The mechanical and deformation behavior of processed elastomeric

cellular foams is highly dependent on the base material properties, the

geometry, and the foam's relative density (Avalle et al., 2007;

Gibson, 1989; Gibson & Ashby, 1999; Jang et al., 2008; Zghal

et al., 2002). Ensuring a high accuracy of the printed starch-based cel-

lular configurations is of outmost importance for eliminating viscoelas-

tic induced defects during printing which lead to geometrical and thus

textural deviations from the designed structures. And thus, high preci-

sion is required during printing to ensure comparable and even equiv-

alent geometry and porosity to the designed closed-cell bubble

configurations. For this reason, two hierarchical stages of quality

assessment were performed.

The two quality characterization stages include the printing qual-

ity characterization of the base material and the accuracy assessment

of the printed porosities. First, to assess the printability of the used

starch-based material, a camera-based morphological approach was

used which we described in details in our previous studies (Fahmy

et al., 2019, 2020). This method assesses the printability by comparing

geometrical dimensions of printed structures to design parameters.

Also, the method assesses key defect parameters with respect to the

viscoelastic behavior of cereal- and starch-based materials. Using the

mentioned approach, the printing quality of the wheat starch-soy pro-

tein (SPI) material (Table 1) used for printing the closed-cell bubble

configurations was compared to other starch-based material systems

in our previous study (Fahmy et al., 2022). The used SPI material for-

mulation (Table 1), compared to the other characterized material for-

mulations, showed in a previous study the highest geometrical

accuracy and stability (Fahmy et al., 2022). Second, to assess the accu-

racy of the printed porosities, a FEM simulation approach was used

instead of x-ray microtomography (Fahmy et al., 2022). A comparison

between the hardness obtained from TPA analyses and FEM simula-

tions is performed where comparable hardness results indicate com-

parable porosity levels between the designed and printed structures.

Prior to investigating the textural, deformation, and stress–strain

behavior of the three designed closed-cell configurations, the hard-

ness was measured using a double compression TPA test and com-

pared to FEM simulations. The TPA measurements and FEM

simulations were performed and compared at specific designed

porosity-dependent hardness values. In our previous study regarding

hardness-targeted design of 3D printed structures, we developed an

equation (hardness-targeted PFM) which enables the design of print-

ing parameters with respect to specified hardness values: Hunit cell ¼
�1:23þ 8:24�10�5

� �
Aunit cellþ 7:1�10�4

� �
Eþ 1:15�10�8

� �
A2
unit cell

þ 1:2�10�6
� �

EPAunit cell

(3.1), where Hunit cell is the selected hardness for the printed structure

(N), Aunit cell is the effective compression area (mm2), P is the design

porosity (%), and the E is the base material's young's modulus (kPa)

(Fahmy et al., 2022). To determine the accuracy of the printed

porosities through comparing the hardness obtained from TPA mea-

surements and FEM simulations, shown in Table 2, structures which

exhibit a decrease in hardness with the increase in porosity were

selected using equation 3.1. As mentioned in section 2.3, the printed

configurations were designed with a specific constant surface area

Aunit cell of 400mm2 and five levels of porosity which are 0, 2.5, 5, 10,

and 15%. Therefore, after the computation of equation 3.1, the
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base-material's Young's modulus required modulation to achieve the

designed hardness levels as shown in Table 2.

For all printed porosities of the designed point lattice bubble con-

figurations, the moisture content was kept constant and the Young's

modulus was modulated using a porosity dependent equation for

moisture attenuation using variable heating speeds which we pre-

sented in our previous study (R2 = 0.95): v¼ P�82:65
�6:36 (3.2), where v is

the heater movement speed (mm/s) and P is the porosity of the

printed structure (%) (Fahmy et al., 2022). For obtaining the men-

tioned equation, structures with constant design porosity were

printed and the heating speed was varied between 9 and 15mm/s

with a step size of 2mm/s. The analyzed moisture content of the

printed and heated structures showed a linear increase with respect

to the increase in heating speed. A linear regression was fitted to

obtain the relation between the applied heating speed and the resul-

tant moisture content. The dependency between the resultant mois-

ture content and the applied heating speed was shown in our

previous article concerning the hardness targeted design of 3D

printed closed-cell foams (Fahmy et al., 2022). A change in heating

speed of v =1.06mm/s per 1% change in moisture content was

observed from the obtained regression. Then, the moisture content

was characterized with respect variable porosities at a constant heat-

ing speed. Furthermore, by obtaining both relations and through sim-

ple substitution, the shown porosity dependent equation for the

attenuation of the moisture content was formulated (Fahmy

et al., 2022). For an average moisture content of 47.79± 0.2% for all

printed porosities, the heating speed was modulated, and the Young's

moduli were characterized under quasi-static conditions using double

compression tests in the elastic regime (section 2.4). As shown in our

previous study (Fahmy et al., 2022), an exponential decay dependency

of the young's modulus on the heating speed was observed. More-

over, a heating speed-dependent Young's modulus modulation func-

tion was obtained (R2 =0.98): E¼ 1:31�1012
� �

e�v=35:7þ66:37 (3.3),

where E is the modulated young's modulus (kPa). From equation 3.3,

the heating speeds were calculated and applied during the in-line

heating of the printed structures. The calculated heating speeds were

used to modulate the base material's Young's modulus.

For simulating the compressive behavior of the closed-cell foam

structures, the calculated Young's moduli were used in the FEM

model, depending on the simulated porosity. As shown in Figure 2,

the hardness of the printed configurations at the designed porosities

were characterized and compared to the FEM simulations. From the

obtained results, there was no clear dependency of the hardness on

the simulated or measured configuration but rather only a depen-

dency on the porosity (Fahmy et al., 2022). This is supported by litera-

ture where the elastic deformation of cellular structures depends on

the based material constituents and properties as well as the foam's

relative density (Gibson, 1989; Gibson & Ashby, 1999). Both simu-

lated and 3D printed structures showed the same decrease behavior

with respect to the increase in porosity. By comparing the FEM hard-

ness values with the characterized 3D printed structures, the average

deviations for all porosity levels of the SC, BCC, and FCC were

observed as 9.7 ± 3.3%, 5.5 ± 3.0%, and 6.93 ± 3.4%, respectively.

The calculated deviations between simulation and printing can be

related to the occurring structural defects due to heating and printing

uncertainties (Fahmy et al., 2022). The inherited geometrical defects

can be contributed to in-accuracies in the target porosities or in the

printed volume. Finally, the relatively low deviations between 3D

printing and FEM simulations show moderate accuracy in printing the

designed closed-cell configurations at different porosity levels.

TABLE 2 Base material's Young's modulus computed according to equation 3.1 with the design parameters

Porosity P Surface area Aunit cell Selected hardness Hunit cell Calculated material Young's modulus E

(%) (mm2) (N) (kPa) at P =0%

0 400 14 364.2

2.5 400 12 315.4

5 400 10 249.8

10 400 7 216.5

15 400 4 148.9

F IGURE 2 TPA measurements and FEM simulation of hardness
of the 3D printed closed-cell configurations at the selected porosity
levels (STD n = 3). Simulations of the SC, BCC and FCC
configurations resulted in an equivalent hardness regression with
respect to the design porosity. Thus, the presented simulation
regression represents the simulation of the three closed-cell
configurations
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Elastomeric cellular foams are usually non-linear viscoelastic

materials which exhibits high static and dynamic linear and viscoelas-

tic behaviors (Alzoubi et al., 2014; Avalle et al., 2007; Gao et al., 2018;

Goga & Hučko, 2016; Wu et al., 2012; Zghal et al., 2002). Moreover,

most studies concerning texture modulation of 3D printed food foams

do not extend their textural characterization at different strain rates

(Derossi, Caporizzi, Paolillo, et al., 2020; Liu & Zhang, 2021; Pereira

et al., 2021; Piovesan et al., 2020; Varghese et al., 2020). Thus, double

compression tests were performed at five strain rate levels in the elas-

tic regime to elucidate the strain rate dependent behavior of the 3D

printed structures and its dependency on the structural configuration

as well as the base material's young's modulus. The tests were

performed for the three designed bubble configurations (SC, BCC, and

FCC) where the foam's engineering Young's modulus, hardness, cohe-

siveness, and resilience were characterized at 10% deformation. Fur-

thermore, to characterize the textural properties and their strain rate

dependency, the tests were applied at five strain levels of 0.5, 1.25,

2.5, 3.75, and 5/s.

Figure 3 shows the porosity and strain rate dependency of the

hardness and engineering Young's modulus of the BCC closed-cell

configuration. Concerning the dependency of hardness and Young's

modulus on the printed porosity at the strain rate level of 0.5/s, the

SC, BCC, and FCC configurations showed the same decrease behavior

and absolute values as verified previously using FEM simulations, as

F IGURE 3 TPA measurement of porosity and strain rate dependency of the hardness and engineering Young's modulus of the body-centered
cubic (BCC) bubble configuration (STD n = 3): (a) hardness behavior with respect to increasing porosity at different applied strain rates;
(b) hardness behavior with respect to increasing strain rate at the designed porosity levels; (c) behavior of Young's modulus with respect to
increasing porosity at different applied strain rates; (d) behavior of Young's modulus with respect to increasing strain rate at the designed porosity
levels
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illustrated in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 3a, considering the BCC

configuration, an increase in the hardness decay at the different

porosities was observed with respect to the applied strain rate. This

can be clearly observed when plotting the hardness against the strain

rate of the different printed porosities, as presented in Figure 3b. A

linear increase was observed where the hardness increased from

12.9 ± 0.8 N at 0.5/s to 14.9 ± 0.4 N at 5/s for the 0% porosity while

the hardness increased from 5.0 ± 0.2 N at 0.5/s to 6.3 ± 0.3 N at 5/s

for the 15% porosity. The results indicate an increase of approx.

~15.5% in the hardness of the base material (0% porosity) with

respect to an increase of 10 folds in the applied strain rate of defor-

mation. At the same time, an increase of 26% was observed for the

hardness of the BCC configuration at 15% porosity with respect to

the same increase in the applied strain rate of deformation. Figure 3c

shows a linear decrease behavior of the engineering Young's modulus

with respect to the design porosity of printed closed-closed cell

foams. A similar linear decrease behavior was reported by Piovesan

et al. while the Young's modulus was characterized on open-cell

honey comb structures (Piovesan et al., 2020). The comparable

Young's modulus behavior between open- and closed-cell designs

shows the independency of its decrease behavior on the pore geome-

try and distribution. In addition, the same behavior was observed for

the SC and FCC configurations (results not shown). This eliminates

the dependency of the strain rate response of hardness and engineer-

ing Young's modulus with respect to the printed configuration. As the

different printed porosities are subjected to different heating speeds

to modulate the base material's Young's modulus, the strain rate

dependency of hardness of the base material was investigated with

respect to the applied heating speed. A linear increase was observed

where the hardness increased from 12.9 ± 0.8 N at 0.5/s to

14.9 ± 0.4 N at 5/s for the 13.0 mm/s heating speed corresponding to

the base material of the 0% porosity while the hardness increased

from 8.2 ± 0.1 N at 0.5/s to 9.8 ± 0.6 N at 5/s for the 15.4 mm/s

heating speed corresponding to the base material of the 15% porosity.

This indicates the same increase of approx. ~15.5% for the base mate-

rial while an increase of only ~19.5% for the heating speed (15.4 mm/

s) that is used for printing the structures with 15% porosity. There-

fore, independent of the printed configuration, the strain rate

response of hardness is dependent on the base material's mechanical

properties of the cell walls superimposed by the response of the

closed cells. On the contrary, the resilience and cohesiveness was

observed to be dependent only on the applied strain rate where the

value and increase response remained unchanged with respect to the

applied heating speed, the closed-cell configuration, and the porosity.

This independence of the applied heating speed can indicate that prin-

cipal physiochemical transitions within the constituent components

did not occur to alter the material's response Figure 4.

For characterizing the viscoelastic response of the closed-cell

foam configurations, the stress relaxation spectra of the structures

were investigated. The printed structures were compressed at a con-

stant strain of 0.5% for 30 s. The developed stress profiles were

recorded with respect to the relaxation time. The engineering stress-

time responses were analyzed using the Peleg-Normand stress

relaxation model (R2 > 0.95) as presented previously in section 2.4.

The normalized stress and model parameters were computed and

compared with respect to the applied heating speed corresponding to

the Young's modulus modulation of the base material. This compari-

son was performed to investigate the dependency of the viscoelastic

response with respect to the base material's state depending on the

applied NIR thermal energy. Also, the model parameters were com-

puted and compared in relation to the printed closed-cell foam config-

urations at variable porosities. Consequently, the dependency of the

stress relaxation response was obtained as a function of porosity and

bubble lattice configuration.

Considering the stress relaxation response with respect to the

applied NIR speed, the normalized stress profiles show a decrease in

the linear growth with the increase in NIR heating speed, as shown in

Figure 5. This indicates a decrease in the linear growth of the normal-

ized stress with respect to the decrease in the Young's modulus of the

base material (Table 2). The decrease in the linear growth of the nor-

malized stress of the printed structures indicates an increase in the

solid-like behavior with the increase of heating speed. Furthermore,

the viscoelastic response decreases with the increase in heating speed

and with the decrease in the base material's Young's modulus (Wu

et al., 2012). Therefore, by using the in-line heating modulation

method, the stress relaxation and viscoelastic response can be modu-

lated throughout the printing process irrespective of the printed rela-

tive density.

Finally, the Peleg-Normand parameters were extracted from the

slope and intercept (R2 > 0.98) of the normalized stress profiles aver-

aged over the number of samples (n = 3). To elucidate the depen-

dency on the applied NIR heating of the base material, the parameters

k1, k2, and %SR were plotted against the applied heating speed. As

shown in Figure 6a, the %SR increases linearly (R2 = 0.99) with the

increase in heating speed or with the decrease in the base material's

Young's modulus (Table 2). The %SR was observed to increase from

30.5 ± 0.9% at Eeng = 359.3 ± 13.9 kPa to 36.9 ± 3.2% at

Eeng = 140.8 ± 3.4 kPa. This increase shows a decrease in the solid

response with the increase in heating speed (lower heating energy).

Which can be contributed to the decrease in mass transfer or mois-

ture loss during heating. While most studies use the Peleg-Normand

model for elucidating the stress relaxation behavior of dough, Wu

et al. used the Peleg-Normand and %SR constants to study the effect

of electric power of steamer on the stress relaxation of steamed

breads (Wu et al., 2012). The study showed also an increase in the %

SR or the solid response of the foam with respect to the steaming

power. As shown in Figure 6a, both k1 and k2 constants of the Peleg-

Normand model show a linear decrease (R2 = 0.99 and R2 = 0.98,

respectively) with different rates in relation to the increase in heating

speed. The k1 constant was observed to decrease from 4.8 ± 0.2 s at

Eeng = 359.3 ± 13.9 kPa to 3.3 ± 0.3 s at Eeng = 140.8 ± 3.4 kPa. Con-

sidering the linear decrease in k1, the behavior indicates a decrease in

the initial rate of decay of the compressive stress with the increasing

heating speed. This indicates an increase in solid-like behavior and

faster stress response which is also confirmed by the increase in %SR

at lower applied heating speeds. Moreover, the k2 constant was
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observed to decrease from 3.1 ± 0.1 at Eeng = 359.3 ± 13.9 kPa to

2.5 ± 0.1 at Eeng = 140.8 ± 3.4 kPa. Regarding the linear decrease in

k2, the rate of change is lower than that of the k1 constant. This

behavior indicates a decrease in the residual stress with respect to

the decrease in Young's modulus. Finally, the results indicate that at

lower heating speeds subjected to the base material, the printed

material without porosity tends to possess faster response to relaxa-

tion but at the same time the residual stress of the micro-structure

increases.

Regarding the dependency of the model coefficients k1, k2 and %

SR on the closed-cell configurations and porosity levels, they showed

primarily the same overall increase or decrease behavior with differ-

ent decay or growth levels depending on the printed closed-cell

configuration. For the SC, BCC, and FCC configurations, the initial

rate of decay of the compressive stress k1 decreases with the

increase in structural porosity from 4.8 ± 0.2 s at 0% porosity to

3.1 ± 0.1 s for the SC, to 2.9 ± 0.1 s for the BCC, and to 2.9 ± 0.2 s

for the FCC configuration at 15% porosity. The decrease behavior

was observed to be different comparing the SC with the BCC and

FCC configurations where the SC configuration shows a linear

decrease (R2 = 0.97) while both the BCC and FCC configurations

show an exponential decay (R2 = 0.99). This change of decrease

behavior of the BCC and FCC configurations can be contributed to

the response of the air bubbles located in the mid-section of the unit

cell where the most deformation occurs contrarily to the corner distri-

bution of bubbles in the SC configuration. The overall amount of

F IGURE 4 TPA measurement of porosity and strain rate dependency of the cohesiveness and resilience of the body-centered cubic (BCC)
bubble configuration (STD n = 3): (a) cohesiveness behavior with respect to increasing porosity at different applied strain rates; (b) cohesiveness
behavior with respect to increasing strain rate at the designed porosity levels; (c) resilience behavior with respect to increasing porosity at
different applied strain rates; (d) resilience behavior with respect to increasing strain rate at the designed porosity levels
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decrease in the rate of decay of compressive stress indicates that the

behavior of k1 is solely dependent on the response of the base mate-

rial. Regarding the mentioned findings, no literature in food research

was found that attempted to study the Peleg-Normand constants in

relation to the properties of highly defined pore distributions. Consid-

ering the behavior of the residual stress as denoted by k2 constant, a

similar behavior to the k1 constant was observed. The residual stress

constant was observed to decrease linearly with the increase in

porosity for the SC, BCC, and FCC configurations. Comparing the

dependency on the pore configuration with the dependency on the

applied heating speed, it was determined that the behavior of the

residual stress is also (similar to k1) independent of the printed config-

uration and porosity. Finally, for the three configurations, the %SR

increases with the increase in structural porosity from 30.5 ± 0.9% at

0% porosity to 37.4 ± 0.8% for the SC, to 39.4 ± 1.9 s for the BCC,

and to 38.2 ± 2.2% for the FCC configuration at 15% porosity. Also, a

discrepancy was observed in the increase behavior between the SC

with the BCC and FCC configurations where the SC configuration

shows a linear increase (R2 = 0.99) while both the BCC and FCC con-

figurations show an exponential growth (R2 = 0.99). The overall

amount of increase of %SR is solely dependent on the response of

the base material when compared to the change in heating speed.

This also indicates that the modulation of the %SR is independent of

the printed configuration and porosity.

To characterize the large deformation behavior of the 3D printed

closed-cell configurations, the structures were compressed to 80% of

their original height. The reaction force was recorded and analyzed

against the deformation distance. The engineering stresses and strains

were used to analyze the stress–strain curves of the printed struc-

tures. Due to the large applied deformations, the true stresses and

strains required active real-time monitoring of the sample's deform-

able surface area which was not possible during this study. Moreover,

the obtained engineering stress–strain profiles were fitted with the

mentioned Goga PFM (section 2.4).

As shown in Figure 7, the engineering stress–strain profiles were

analyzed for the three printed closed-cell configurations at the

increasing porosity levels (section 2.3). The illustrated profiles repre-

sent as sample of each porosity. All measured profiles show three dis-

tinct regions with two transition sites with respect to the stress

behavior in relation to the increasing applied strain. The first region

(as mentioned in section 2.4) is a linear region where the cell walls of

the three configurations bend elastically. Considering the application

of small strains (approx. ϵ < 0.025), an exponential increase in stress is

observed which can be assumed as an initial densification regime

which occurs due to the layer-based approach of 3D printing. This

effect can be explained as the initial densification or merging of the

layers compressing any gaps which forms during the deposition of

layers. Following the linear regime, the first transition period occurs

which is the yielding of the internal structure (Gibson, 1989). Yielding

occurs at the transition between elastic and plastic deformation of the

cell walls where a drop or no increase in stress occurs with the

increase in strain (Lu & Abbott, 2004; Roylance, 1996). As shown in

Figure 7, the second region which is the plateau regime exists for all

configurations in the strain range of approx. ~0.2 till ~0.4. The plateau

regime shows a slight increase of stress with respect to the increase

in strain for all closed-cell configurations. The increase in stress shows

the contribution of air within the cells to the mechanical response of

the cellular configurations. As mentioned (Gibson, 1989), closed-cells

within cellular foams which are subjected to compression, their vol-

ume progressively decreases which increases the air pressure within

the cell. This contribution is typical negligible at small strains or to the

linear elastic behavior. On the other hand, the increase in air pressure

induces a sloping stress plateau in elastomeric foams which can

exhibit large deformations without rupture of the cell walls

(Gibson, 1989). Thus, as shown in Figure 7, the sloping stress plateau

shows that the cells within the printed cellular structures were not

subjected to printing induced defects which might transition the

closed nature of the cells into a connected network. Following the

plateau region, the onset of densification was observed where the

exponential strain locking behavior is initiated.

To elucidate the stress–strain behavior of the printed closed-cell

configurations, the parameters denoting the damping or yielding coef-

ficients η (kPa), the plateau stiffness Ep (kPa), and the densification

coefficients γ (kPa) were extracted from the regression and averaged

over the number of samples (n = 3). First, the Goga PFM parameters

were investigated with respect to the material's modulated Young's

modulus at 0% porosity which corresponds to the variable heating

speeds (refer to Table 2). Considering the densification coefficient, it

remained approx. Constant with respect to the increase of NIR heat-

ing speed or to the decrease in Young's modulus, as shown in

Figure 8a. The densification coefficient was observed to be an aver-

age of 165.4 ± 2.3 kPa. This indicates that the densification regime of

the printed structures is independent of the applied heat during 3D

printing. In addition, the behavior of the base material during strain

locking could be independent of the thermal transitions of the mate-

rial's constitutive components. This is an indication that the densifica-

tion behavior is solely dependent of the foam's internal structure and

F IGURE 5 Linear regression profiles plotted using the normalized
Peleg-Normand stress with respect to the stress relaxation time of
the bulk material as a function of applied heating speed
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relative density. As shown in Figure 8a, unlike the densification coeffi-

cient, both the damping and plateau coefficients show an exponential

decay behavior with R2 = 0.97 and R2 = 0.9, respectively. This

decrease behavior occurs with the increase in NIR heating speed or to

the decrease in base material's Young's modulus (refer to Table 2).

The damping coefficient which corresponds to the compressive yield

stress of the base material was observed to decrease from

44.2 ± 1.9 kPa at Eeng = 359.3 ± 13.9 kPa to 22.9 ± 1.1 kPa at

Eeng = 140.8 ± 3.4 kPa. Thus, the compressive yield stress of the base

material can be modulated using the in-line NIR heating system irre-

spective of the printed porosity or internal structure. Moreover, the

plateau coefficient of the base material was observed to decrease

from 9.34 ± 0.2 kPa at Eeng = 359.3 ± 13.9 kPa to 1.1 ± 0.1 kPa at

Eeng = 140.8 ± 3.4 kPa. As the plateau regime of cellular foams is cor-

related with the type or structure of cells (open- or closed-cells) and

the enclosed fluid (Gibson, 1989), the change in the plateau stiffness

can be contributed to the subjected NIR thermal energy. As the heat-

ing speed decreases the heating time of the printed structure increase

which increases the occurring mass transfer during NIR thermal stabi-

lization (Dessev et al., 2011; Riadh et al., 2015). Therefore, at lower

heating speeds more moisture evaporates which can increase the

micro porosity within the printed structures leading to an increase in

the plateau response.

Considering the dependency of the model coefficients on the

closed-cell configurations and porosity levels, they showed primarily

the same behavior with different decay or growth levels depending

F IGURE 6 Calculated and regression fitted Peleg-Normand model parameters from stress relaxation curves with respect to varying heating
speeds and porosities (STD n = 3): (a) change in k1, k2, and %SR with respect to increasing NIR heating speeds at 0% porosity (base material);
(b) behavior of the k1 intercept at increasing porosity levels for the different 3D printed closed-cell configurations; (c) behavior of k2 slope at
increasing porosity levels for the different 3D printed closed-cell configurations; (d) change in %SR with respect to increasing porosity levels for
the different 3D printed closed-cell configurations
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on the printed closed-cell configuration. Regarding the damping coef-

ficient or the compressive yield stress of the printed closed-cell con-

figurations, the same exponential decrease as the base material occurs

(R2avg = 0.98), as shown in Figure 8b. For the 15% porosity, the three

configurations had a compressive yield stress of 16.8 ± 0.6 kPa for

the BCC, to 11.9 ± 1.3 kPa for the SC, and to 18.1 ± 2.7 kPa for the

FCC configuration. By comparing the results to the yield stress of the

base material at the corresponding applied heating speed

(22.9 ± 1.1 kPa), it is observed that the inclusion of porosity act as a

superposition in the transition between elastic and plastic deforma-

tion. The addition of stress concentration points at the cell walls leads

to a decrease in the compressive yield stress of the printed structure.

Moreover, the lower yield stress of the SC configuration is due to the

larger bubbles as for this configuration, the number of cells is lower at

the same porosity level.

As shown in Figure 8c, the plateau stiffness showed for the three

printed configurations a logarithmic growth behavior with the

increase in porosity. This is contributed to the closed-cell response of

the air cells to compression which increases with the increase in

porosity or amount of compressed air (Gibson, 1989). Illustrated in

Figure 8c, the logarithmic growth of the BCC configuration

(R2 = 0.97) is observed to be higher than the growth of the SC and

FCC configurations (R2 = 0.99 and R2 = 0.99, respectively). The

increase in the plateau stiffness of the closed-cell configurations is

from 9.34 ± 0.2 kPa at 0% porosity to 47.4 ± 0.2 kPa for the BCC, to

31.3 ± 2.3 kPa for the SC, and to 32.3 ± 5.2 kPa for the FCC configu-

ration. As mentioned in section 2.3, the BCC configuration has a single

body-centered bubble while the air bubbles SC and FCC configura-

tions are distributed on the lattice corners and faces. In addition, dur-

ing compressive testing, the compressive load is not uniform over the

F IGURE 7 Measured engineering stress–strain profiles of the 3D printed closed-cell bubble configurations at the four design porosity levels:
(a) engineering stress–strain behavior of SC bubble configuration; (b) engineering stress–strain behavior of FCC bubble configuration;
(c) engineering stress–strain behavior of BCC bubble configuration; (d) engineering stress–strain behavior of BCC bubble configuration at 2.5%
porosity with Goga PFM regression
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structure's height. High friction forces act between the top surface

and the probe, also high friction forces exist between the bottom sur-

face of the structure and the base support. Thus, low deformation

occurs at the structure's top and bottom surfaces (Kramer &

Szczesniak, 1973; Peleg, 2019). Therefore, buckling of the middle part

occurs which explains the higher registered response of the BCC's

centered air bubble.

Considering the densification behavior of the closed-cell configu-

rations, as shown in Figure 8d, a decrease occurs with respect to the

increase in porosity. The porosity-modulated behavior is different

comparing the BCC configuration with the SC and FCC configurations.

The decrease of the densification behavior of the BCC configuration

follows a linear regression (R2 = 0.99) while both the SC and FCC con-

figurations follow an exponential decay regression (R2 = 0.99 and

R2 = 0.99, respectively). The decrease in the densification coefficient

of the closed-cell configurations is from 165.9 ± 6.5 kPa at 0% porosity

to 136.6 ± 12.4 kPa for the BCC, to 86.5 ± 11.3 kPa for the SC, and to

106.8 ± 9.4 kPa for the FCC configuration. The results show that the

location, size, and number of air bubbles influence the response of the

material in the densification regime. Comparing the SC and BCC con-

figurations, the bubble distribution over the lattice structure is the

same except for the body-centered bubble of the BCC configuration.

As a consequence, the linear decrease behavior of the BCC configura-

tion is caused by the integration of centrally located air cell where the

highest deformation occurs during compressive testing. As mentioned

before, the behavior of the densification coefficient is independent of

the base material's Young's modulus and heating speed. Therefore, the

observed decrease behavior shown in Figure 8d proves that the modu-

lation of the densification coefficient occurs through the relative den-

sity and the bubble distribution inside the cellular structure.

F IGURE 8 Obtained Goga PFM coefficients/stresses from the engineering stress–strain curves with respect to varying heating speeds and
porosities (STD n = 3): (a) change in damping η, plateau EP, and densification γ coefficients with respect to increasing NIR heating speeds at 0%
porosity (base material); (b) behavior of damping coefficient η with respect to increasing porosity levels of the 3D printed closed-cell bubble

configurations; (c) behavior of plateau stiffness EP with respect to increasing porosity levels of the 3D printed closed-cell bubble configurations;
(d) behavior of densification coefficient γ with respect to increasing porosity levels of the 3D printed closed-cell bubble configurations
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4 | CONCLUSION

In this study, we extended the texture modulation using 3D printing

of starch-based closed-cell foams beyond the elastic regime. We elu-

cidated structure-deformation relations at variable strain rates and

large-strain deformation. The main objective was to characterize and

understand the behavior of textural properties and stress–strain

parameters with respect to the base material's Young's modulus,

porosity, and bubble distribution. Three closed-cell configurations

were designed printed at five porosity levels. The three closed-cell

spherical bubble configurations consisted of simple, base-centered,

and face-centered cubic designs. Moisture control and Young's modu-

lus modulation of used starch-based material was performed using in-

line NIR thermal stabilization. To verify the precision of the printed

structures, hardness levels obtained from FEM simulations and com-

pression analysis were compared and comparable results were

achieved.

Concerning the dependency of textural properties on the strain

rate of deformation, results showed that the strain rate response of

hardness is dependent on the base material's mechanical properties of

the cell walls. This is superimposed by the response of the closed cells

and porosity which is independent of the printed configuration. Also,

the resilience and cohesiveness were observed to be dependent only

on the applied strain rate and porosity. The increased response

remained unchanged with respect to the applied heating speed and

bubble configuration. For characterizing the viscoelastic response of

the printed configurations, the stress relaxation spectra were mea-

sured, then the Peleg-Normand parameters were evaluated and com-

pared. It was observed for all three configurations that the

viscoelastic response is only dependent on the base material proper-

ties of the cell walls.

Regarding the stress-stain behavior of the base material, results

showed that the densification coefficient remains constant with

respect to the increase of NIR heating speed or to the decrease in

Young's modulus. The compressive yield stress of the base material

can be modulated using the in-line NIR heating system. For the

closed-cell configurations, it was observed that the inclusion of poros-

ity act as a superposition in the transition between elastic and plastic

deformation. The addition of stress concentration points at the cell

walls leads to a decrease in the compressive yield stress of the printed

structure. The plateau stiffness showed for the three printed configu-

rations a logarithmic growth behavior with the increase in porosity.

This is contributed to the closed-cell response of the air cells to com-

pression. a higher registered response of the BCC's centered air bub-

ble was observed as the compressive load is not uniform over the

structure's height. Therefore, buckling of the middle part occurs which

explains the higher registered response of the BCC's centered air bub-

ble. Considering the densification behavior, the porosity-modulated

behavior was different comparing the BCC configuration with the SC

and FCC configurations. The results showed that the location, size,

and number of air bubbles influenced the response of the cellular

structures in the densification regime.
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